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Mark’s Musings

Welcome to this edition. Given the unprecedented situation we are currently in, and will be for, goodness
knows how long, I hope you are all keeping safe and well. I suspect many of you, like my wife and I, are in
self isolation.
Its as well we have our ferns to keep us sane and to occupy us during this period, although my wife had
already, after only 2 days, started finding jobs for me to do around the house, and the dreaded ”D” word
has been heard. Fortunately we are unable to go to B & Q, so I am safe from that, for the moment!
With this situation I have found Social Media is being a great help in keeping in touch with everyone. We
have been “facetiming”, if that’s the correct expression, both our grandsons. One is 10 so understands,
unfortunately Oscar is only 2 so does not understand why he can’t come round for a Nanny cuddle!
In this edition we continue with the Athyrium nipponicum cultivars, plus hybrid, A further bit on Social Media, More ‘Bevis’, thanks to Julian, a new exotic bi-generic addition to my collection, and, for the first time,
a “Stop Press” item.
I hope you find something of interest here to pass some of the extra time.
Please stay safe all of you and hopefully it will not be too many months before we can all meet again in
the flesh.

Classic Cultivar
Asplenium scolopendrium ‘Bolton’s Nobile’
I felt it was time another Scollie made an appearance in this section, so one of the finest
seemed a good choice.
This form was found around 1900 on Warton Crag in North Lancashire, and grown by H Bolton.
Martin, in his Plantfinder’s Guide to Garden Ferns describes it as growing to 45cm (18 inches) tall and 10 cm (4
inches) wide, although in communications I have had with Tim Brock on this, he reported that widths of 7 inches are reported in some of the old BPS Gazettes. Even under ideal conditions, in his shade house, with annual
mulches of well rotted manure, the widest Crispum he had achieved is 5 inches.
These growing conditions seem to match those the Victorian growers were using. This could be, as Tim tells me
Martin now suspects, having seen the photo following that Tim very kindly supplied me, from the plant in his
shade house, that we no longer have ‘Bolton’s Nobile’ still with us.
Hopefully its just that a little male exaggeration on size that was going on here, as growers were competing with
each other, I understand that this is not completely unknown in certain circumstances!
If any of you have managed to achieve plants with fronds of these widths, please let us know and what cultivation techniques you used. Of course, a photo or two would be great to feature in future editions.
If Martin is correct, and we don’t have a genuine ‘Bolton’ around today, that is a shame, however, I’m sure you
will agree that the plant Tim has growing in his shade house produces superb fronds. The one he has outside,
and the crown he gave me several years ago, do not look this good, hence my request to him for a photo.

Exotic Cultivar—x Phlebosia ‘Nicolas Diamond’
Both new and exotic.
I saw this, which I originally thought was some sort of Microsorum cultivar, in one of my local Tesco supermarkets a few weeks ago, (other supermarkets are available, even if, as I write this, there is very little in them
due to - insert your own favourite adjective—panic buying) . No label, just a price of £2.50, so I decided to
add it to the weekly shop, it might be edible!
A week later I saw it in another local Tesco at £5 so I was quite happy with myself. Still no name though.
Thanks to the wonders of technology I was able to post a photo on a couple of Facebook fern forums and
within an hour I had several responses all giving me the above name.
The following details on this plant are from the U.S Patent office where this cultivar is registered. The parentage is: Phiebodium aureum (L.) J. Sm. x Pyrrosia lingua (Thunb.) Farw., also known as x Phlebosia

The Phiebodium was Cultivar ’Mandaianum’
The original sporelings was first spotted in 2016 and mericloning was initiated that year at Metaire La.
The cultivar is noted for its fast growth— 26 weeks to a saleable plant, hardiness (USDA Zones 10 to
13), so not going out in my garden, unfortunately, and drought tolerance.

The following photos are of my plant as purchased.
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Social Media—part 2
A couple of editions ago I mentioned some of the Fern groups that I had joined on Facebook. Since that time more have
appeared that could well be of interest to you all. There are now a number of specialist cultivar groups.

The first to appear was created by Tim Brock and, I’m sure you will be surprised to lean, is dedicated to Scollies! You can
find it by searching: Asplenium scolopendrium Fan Page. As I type this, it has 85 members. Hopefully a couple of
days after you have read this it will pass the 100 mark as some of you join it!
Shortly after Tim created this I attempted to create one for Polystichum, unfortunately my system was playing up and it let
me create a page but no-one could post anything on it, including me! So I had to delete it. While I was having fun on this

Ian Unsworth created, I think with Tim’s help, the second group which will appear when you search: Athyrium filix
femina cultivars group. This currently has 82 members.

At this point I had failed several times so had to give up and I took up Tim’s kind offer and he created : The Polystichum

Group for me. Initially I thought to have this as just cultivars, but decided, as I try to grow the species as well, to leave it
open to all Polystichum, species and cultivars and, I would not be too upset ,if the odd close relative sneaked in occasionally either! Currently we have 97 members on this group.

On 7th February Andrew Harrison created the Dryopteris Cultivars Group, dedicated to cultivars of filix-mas and
the affinis group, currently with 45 members.

The most recent group was created on 2nd March this year by Julian Reed: Polypody Cultivars, currently with 21
members, pretty good for under a month’s existence!

On a personal note I do find this last one slightly galling as Jlian quite happily admits that he knows next to nothing about
computers and had only joined Facebook a week or so before, while I who’s initial home computer experience was with a
ZX Spectrum, and have been on Facebook for several years, failed miserably in creating a group!
You might be wondering what the purpose of these groups is? Basically to show photos of the ferns in our collections, or
we have seen elsewhere, to discuss anything connected with them, find new people from around the world who share our
interest and generally spread the love for these wonderful plants.

If you are on Facebook but not a member of any of these groups I would urge you to join and, if you have fought against
joining the Facebook hoards, perhaps these will persuade you that its not all bad and there are some things you will find of
interest here.

You don’t need to have something to post to join, you are quite welcome to just enjoy the posts the other members are
putting up.
We would all love to see you join us on any or all these groups.

‘Bevis’ Group part 2
Julian Reed has kindly sent me the following photos, taken by himself, (while suffering from a cold, so thank you again Julian),
of three of the ’Bevis’ forms he is currently growing.
Again, there is quite a lot of difference between them.
I would very much like to feature more, so, while you are being kept to the confines of your house and gardens, should you get
the urge to wander round with camera or smart phone and take pictures of your ’Bevis’ plants, I would love to feature them in
the next edition(s).
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New Cultivar, or to be more accurate, Cultivars. Part 2 and Hybrids.
Athyrium Nipponicum ‘Pictum’
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Stop Press!
Not had one of these before. Just as I was completing this edition Slawomir Majewski posted on Facebook
a photo of a new cultivar he had received: Polystichum aculeatum ’Zillertal Mini ,
Having featured the “full-size” ‘Zillertal’ recently, I couldn't let this one go without including it, with, of
course Slawomir’s permission.

